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 In our last issue, I sought to codify and clarify a general sketch of a lit-

erary theopoetic identity, as well as discern three distinct modes at work in 

theopoetic poetry. While I believe theopoetics to be a lens in which people 

might further understand creative practice, spiritual formation, and gain a 

clarity of approach on how the two might work together in furthering an 

economy of charity and mutual humanity, I also want to stress that I do see 

a larger aesthetic arc fleshing itself out in poetry dealing with God, embod-

iment, and spirituality that feels theopoetic in nature. I believe there is a 

way forward that stresses how theopoetics applies to the texts themselves, 

not simply how individuals read and engage texts. This engagement is gain-

ing traction as theopoetic disciples find one another and IÊm hoping (as are 

the other editors, of course) that this journal might be a place where practi-

tioners of theopoetics in the literary arts can respond to one another in a 

meaningful community. I make this approach as a poet, not as a literary 

critic or academic scholar. Indeed, in our next issue weÊll see some such re-

sponses in print, but, for now, I hope to set up a general position to which 

people can respond·a broad, qualitative examination of the landscape of 
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theopoetic poetry, loosely crafting a hermeneutic which can be shaped over 

time and through a democratic process.  

 That said, it should be noted that this exploration·and further explora-

tion in this issue·is the effort of a poet to demystify aesthetic nuance and 

negotiate the subtle boundary between „theopoetic‰ poetry and „literary‰ 

poetry·that a poem doesnÊt have to be either/or, but can be both without 

expensing its power between the two. In earnest, IÊm trying to understand 

the nuances myself, taking serious precautions not to domesticate what I 

believe to be most important about poetry, whether theopoetic or otherwise, 

which is the exploration, cultivation, and curation of the mysterious nature 

of being.  

 Thus, aside from these reflections on the theopoetics of literature and 

smaller articulations within our contributor bios, itÊs my hope that the po-

ems themselves will speak more clearly to the reader of the nature of theo-

poetics and theopoetic poetry than these prosey, quasi-critical definitions 

that, often, have come to define theopoetics as a field of study rather than a 

way of amelioration or engagement, perhaps even to the point of detriment, 

or at the expense of theopoetics as an avenue to practice faithful creativity. 

It is conceivable that a prominently academic discourse will push practi-

tioners away from the field itself (especially artists) or keep them from en-

gaging the field at all, which would be a great loss to all of us. We should 

not repeat the mistakes of religious institutions across space and time of 

pushing the artists to the fringe; we should be that fringe that allows the 

artist to flourish, and not simply create art „for GodÊs sake‰ or because 

„God first created.‰ Similarly, theopoetics should encourage the poetic po-

tential in all who seek to engage in understanding how creating might be a 

practice of enrichment. We must find a way forward that can appease both 

the ministerial and artistic impulses that make theopoetics more than a lens 

but less than a doctrine, resisting the abstract and the pragmatic at once. 

Here, we might find our middle ground of praxis, where theopoetics can 
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posture itself as a meaningful and peaceable influencer over both theology 

and creativity, as well as disciplines that are currently coming to the fore 

carrying their own theopoetic richness. This kind of diplomacy is not easy. 

But theopoetics is the joining of human and divine hands so that we might 

radically explore what it means to be embodied. At any rate, I would like 

the reader of this essay to know that IÊm careful with naming, framing, and 

defining·hoping not to deter people who desire to see the deeply creative, 

liberating, and visionary Economy of God alive in the world through prac-

tices of making art rather than intellectual exercise. 

 In that very spirit that desires the robustness of discourse, but not at the 

expense of exclusion for people who might benefit from such a discourse, I 

offer the second installment of this exploration. The complexities of collab-

orating on such an articulation should be acknowledged·and affirmed·as 

deeply theopoetic impulses acted out·and the editors of this journal have 

been involved with helping to shape the following, though they may not 

agree with my assessment. WeÊre defining the thing as we go and doing so 

collaboratively, which ultimately produces contradictions, to which poets 

are especially adept and comfortable. Horizons and boundaries, connota-

tions and denotations, shape and form·these instruments of definition·are 

all churning together in the poems collected for this issue, part of their 

power as examples coming directly from their prowess and careful craft·

exacting balance and powerful description paramount to their quality. But 

contemporary poetry can often lack the affirmations of humanity found in 

the selections for this issue. ItÊs here, in these affirmations, that theopoetic 

modes are revealed·in the distance between the maker and the made. 

 In the previous issue, I offered up the following dimensions as critical 

to the definition of a theopoetics of literature, and specifically, poetry. The-

opoetic literature and poetry⁄ 
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1. ⁄affirm our own humanity and artistic impulse through curating 

(with language) what might otherwise go unnoticed, unimagined, or un-

remembered. 

2. ⁄are timeless in their identity·what we are calling theopoetic has 

been named in other manners (i.e.: HopkinsÊs In-

scape/Instress/Outscape) but has a uniqueness to our own contempo-

rary contexts in theology and literature. 

3. ⁄is different from so called „devotional poetry‰ in that it doesnÊt 

simply bridge the gap between God and humanity, but concerns inward 

depth and outward growth without sacrificing the importance or prom-

inence of either. A theopoetic poem isnÊt simply reaching out vertically, 

but also horizontally to invite others into the community being formed 

by the poem. Nor is it just reaching vertically upward, but God is reach-

ing toward us through what is being made. Many poets that are labeled 

devotional in literature are in fact theopoetic as well, as they are shaping 

God, being shaped by God, and shaping the readers who gather around 

the poem. No one·God, poet, reader·escapes revision. 

4. ⁄is a collaborative act between impulses within a creative individual, 

whereby the theological impulse gathers God in the world and the poet-

ic impulse unpacks God in the world. 

I also sought to loosely name the shape of three modes at work in theopoet-

ic poetry, modes that seem clearly present yet are moving across a spectrum, 

bleeding into one another and acting in unison to enrich one another, then 

returning to clear and complete forms in their own right. These modes 

move continuum and cyclical: 

1. The Corporeal Mode arrays creaturely experience and human inter-

action, aiming to maintain and reflect existential nature with nuance 

and complex variety. 
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2. The Prophetic Mode bears witness to and provides a clear vision of 

the way people value landscapes, resources, personhood, and dignity, 

both human and divine. 

3. The Mystical Mode seeks to engage a transcendent and contempla-

tive divine intelligence that is both within and without embodiment. 

It should not be hard for an attentive reader to see how these modes move 

between one another and connect back around again: the interpersonal of 

the Corporeal bleeds into the community of the Prophetic which phases 

into the intrapersonal of the Mystical and then moves back through to spe-

cific identity into the Corporeal. The Modes are lenses by which we might 

bring a theopoetics of literature into richer clarity (as theopoetics itself acts 

as a lens through which we might examine spirituality and creativity), giving 

voice to the scope and sense of the poems themselves. 

 IÊve solicited work from three poets for this issue based upon the theme 

of „Comedy and Tragedy.‰ As poets do, each of them interpreted the con-

cept in his or her own way. The results have been interesting and exciting 

for me to see·poems engaging God, self, others, and fluctuations in form. 

Here, poets are dealing with their own specific context using the adept 

sleight-of-hand of character, voice, and craft. Our poets in this issue are 

dealing with the comedy and tragedy of existence, effectively communing 

with an ancient and sacred tradition in wisdom literature: dramatic and 

prophetic utterance.  

 Take note that this is not barren contemporary existential grief but a 

bountiful enlightenment, closer to Qoheleth in Ecclesiastes, David dancing 

before God, or John the Baptist making clear the way, than the untethered, 

nauseous, and untenable agitation, apathy, or boredom of post-modernity. 

Here, our authors contextualize their experience through the acceptance of 

their smallness and their knowledge of mortality and closeness to death, 

allowing an engagement with life and language that is procreative. These are 
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poems gaining perspective from the reality of limitation, bodily or other-

wise, with the ever-present reality of death allowing for meaningful life. 

 Scholar William F. Lynch named this pursuit in his book Christ and 

Apollo: Dimensions of the Literary Imagination.
1
 The Tragic is a force of 

enlargement, whereby humanity stares into an unending abyss, absorbing 

the absurdity of living by exposing the potential for the human spirit to 

stand up in the face of deathÊs certain but inarticulable power; The Comic is 

a force of narrowing, whereby humanity laughs in the face of deathÊs bodily 

specificity and limitedness, eventually overcoming the absurd and exposing 

the potential for the human spirit to descend into the abyss.  LynchÊs explo-

rations voice a compelling and timeless dichotomy: that our literature is 

best when it moves through the infinite by way of the definite. An unem-

bodied literary manifestation (to which Lynch prescribed an Apollonian 

imaginative sensibility) cannot handle a deep dive into the darkness of the 

human psyche, while an embodied literary manifestation (to which Lynch 

prescribes a Christic imaginative sensibility) offers a rich and absorbing 

manifestation of mutual humanity. I think the selections in this issue do 

just that. Here we offer some contemporary examples of „the definite‰ 

emerging from „the dream‰ (LynchÊs terminologies); the poems here give us 

(the readers) voice by living into what wounded and crippled embodiments 

the poemsÊ speakers exclaim, with the poets carefully transcribing humani-

tyÊs fragility and strength with artful gravity.  

                                                             
1
 This book, originally published in 1960, makes no mention of theopoetics in any explicit 

way, but is rich for exploration for scholars within the field, especially those scholars ap-

proaching from the literary end. Lynch had been writing scholarly criticism of literature 

and „The Theological Imagination‰ (what we should now qualify as theopoetic articula-

tions of literary work) for almost 20 years before Hopper explicitly uses the word „theopo-

etics‰ in 1971. This editor is unaware of a relationship between the two men, but I believe it 

is time for Father LynchÊs legacy be understood in light of what has come since·that he is, 

if fact, a (if not the) progenitor of literary theopoetics. To note: another useful Lynch text 

would be "Images of Hope: Imagination as Healer of the Hopeless." 
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 It seems to me, that if theopoetic poetry has a heart, this is it: the limit-

edness of our bodies contain the infinities of imagination, and that capacity 

alone is enough to give us meaning. But we go further by that limitedness, 

using the impulse to foster meaning, create community, reach and redefine 

God, and render without regard for what our creations might become. And 

provocatively, God reaches back, engaging in the same finitude. Together we 

derive and discern the universal and cosmic flux of existence and experience 

itself, an existence and experience we both have and is quickly coming to an 

end. 
 

  



 

  


